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About me

 Security analyst.

 Contributing writer - “Linux Journal”,” LFY”, “Linux+” magazines. 

 Authored several research papers on RFID, Image processing and Linux security. 

 Co-author - “Security in Computing” / Pearson Education *2010+.

 Over 175 workshops across the globe to promote Linux and Open Source. 

 Frequent speaker at prominent industry forums and conferences,  has delivered noted 
sessions at Universiti Sains Malaysia; OSSPAC'09 (Open source Singapore Pacific Asia 
Conference), Singapore and at INTEROP 2009, Mumbai. 
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Promotion of Open Source technologies to secure data! 
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Introduction
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Steganography and Cryptography are two important technologies used to secure data. It has
gained major attention since Second World War. In Second World War it has been widely used to
hide and send sensitive information of military operations.

Cryptography is art of writing secret code.
Cryptography is combination of ‘Crypto’ and
‘graphy’ words. Crypto means ‘secret’ and
graphy means ‘art of’.

Steganography is the art of hiding
information in images. In Steganography,
confidential data is hidden in images to
protect it from unauthorized users.
Steganography means “covered writing” in
Greek.

Steganography differs from cryptography in the sense that where cryptography focuses on 
keeping the contents of a message secret, Steganography focuses on keeping the existence of 
message secret .The strength of Steganography can thus be amplified by combining it with 
Cryptography.
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Open Source Role
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 Source code available 

 Easy to customize , code reuse and redistributable.

 Cost Savings
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Why Python?
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 Python Image Library – Image processing Library  from Python.

 EzPyCrypto  - EzPyCrypto is used for cryptography.

 Stepic - Stepic is used for Steganography

Essentials :

 Python plays vital role in information security. 



Python Image Library (PIL)

• Python interpreter is having various capabilities to perform image
processing applications very efficiently.

• Python, xv and the PIL package are essential packages to perform image
processing in python. xv is an interactive image display for the X window
system.
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• Steps for Installation of python imaging library (PIL):

• #gunzip Imaging-1.1.6.tar.gz
• #tar xvf Imaging-1.1.6.tar
• #cd Imaging-1.1.6
• #python setup.py install
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What is ezPyCrypto class?
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EzPyCrypto is very simple API for military-grade cryptography in Python. It encrypts and 

decrypts arbitrary-sized pieces of data like strings or files. EzPyCrypto class performs public 

and private key cryptography. You can use any size public key. Programming with EzPyCrypto 

class is relatively simple. You can import or export public and private keys also.

EzPyCrypto Overview

#tar xvf ezPyCrypto-0.1.1.tar

#cd ezPyCrypto-0.1.1

#python setup install

EzPyCrypto Setup



Methods of ezPyCrypto Class

• EzPyCrypto.key (number)-This method generates the key based on passed number.

• EncString (string)-This method encrypts the data or string which is passed to the method. It uses the key 
passed to above method. This method is called with key generated by ezPyCrypto.key() method.

• DecString (string)-This method decrypts the data. This method is called with key generated by 
ezPyCrypto.key() method. The string which we want to decrypt is passed to this method.

• EncStringToAscii (string)-This method encrypts the data using the key passed to ezPyCrypto class and 
stores it in ASCII format. This method is called with key generated by ezPyCrypto.key() method. The string 
which we want to encrypt is passed to this method.

• DecStringFromAscii (string)-This method decrypts the ASCII format data. This method is called with key 
generated by ezPyCrypto.key() method. The string which you may want to decrypt is passed to this 
method.

• There are also many more methods of ezPyCrypto class like signString (), verifyString (), makeNewKeys (), 
importkey (), exportkey() etc.
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Stepic

Setup of Stepic and related packages:

To perform Steganography operation you need to use Stepic class of python. Following packages are 
essential to perform Steganography operations with Stepic class.

1. Imaging-1.1.6.tar.gz

2. stepic-0.3.tar.tar

3. ezPyCrypto-0.1.1.tar

4. libpng10-1.0.42-1.fc11.i386.rpm

5. xv-3.10a-13.i386.rpm

• Limitation of imaging packages are you cannot directly use show () method of python image class. This 
problem can overcome with xv utility to use show () method of python image class. For that it is required 
to install xv utility. Libpng10-1.0.42-1.fc11.i386.rpm and xv-3.10a-13.i386.rpm are the essential packages 
to get XV utility.
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Steganography in Images using Stepic class of Python

Stepic is a new Python module and command line tool. It hides arbitrary data within images. Stepic is having a

very simple behavior. Methods available in stepic class are easy to implement steganography. Stepic is having a

disadvantage. It slightly modifies the colors of pixels in the image to hide the data. These modifications are

imperceptible to humans. These minor modifications we can detect through programs. 
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Stepic encodes or hides text inside image and also decodes/extracts hidden text from the image. It allows

storing the text or image data within an existing image without original image being affected. Stepic has very

simple and easy implementation in python. But stepic doesn’t perform any encryption or

compression of data while hiding it inside image. For that it is required to use ezPyCrypto tool with stepic. 

Here we will see how to use this stepic for image steganography.

Steps for installation of stepic -
1. Install python imaging library (PIL)

2. Steps for installation of stepic 3.0

#tar xvf stepic-0.3.tar.tar

#cd stepic-0.3

#python setup.py install



Methods of stepic class

• Encode (string) - This method hides data inside image. This method is called with 
steganographer object. We can call this method directly by using stepic class.

• stepic.steganographer ( ) – It creates image object which is ready for undergoing 
steganography.

• decode ()-It extracts data from images. This method is also called with steganographer object

• Open (), save (), show () methods from image class of python are compatible with stepic 
class. After installation of stepic now you can develop your steganography application.
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Encode or hide data inside an image

Import  Image and stepic classes -

>>> import Image 

>>> import stepic   

Open an image in which you want to hide the data -

>>> im=Image.open ("lena.jpg")

Create steganographer object

>>> s = stepic.Steganographer(im) 

You may get deprecation warning during steganographer call method at first time.

Use steganographer object to encode the data in some another object -

>>> im1=s.encode("This is the hidden text") 

Save the data inside the image -

>>> im1.save ("stegolena.jpg",'JPFG')
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Data Hiding
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Comparison: Original Image and Hidden Data Image
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• >>> import Image 

• >>> import stepic 

• >>> im=Image.open("lena.jpg") 

• >>> im2=stepic.encode(im, ‘This is the hidden text’) 

• >>> im2.save('stegolena.jpg','JPEG') 
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Here, Instead of every time creating Steaganographer class instance, you can 

use stepic.encode() method directly for hiding the data.



Decoding or extracting hidden data from an Image

1.Use decode () function for decoding or extracting data from image.

>>> im1=Image.open(“stegolena.jpg”)

>>> s=stepic.decode(im1) 

>>> data=s.decode() 

2.Print the data

>>> print data 

This is the hidden text 
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Combine ezPyCrypto with stepic class to hide encrypted data inside images

Instead of hiding plain data inside images, if you encrypt that data with some key and

hide it inside image then that is more secure.

As stepic doesn’t support encryption or compression of data while hiding it inside images, you

can use ezPyCrypto tool of python along with stepic class for hiding encrypted data inside images

to obtain more security.

EzPyCrypto is the more powerful tool that we can combine with stepic. Other cryptography

algorithm classes like md5, bz2 cannot work with stepic.

Stepic class hides data in ASCII format. So after encrypting data you have to convert it to ASCII

format. You can use encStringToAscii ()  and encStringFromAscii() methods with stepic class to

convert this data in ASCII format.
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Encode or Hide Encrypted message inside image

1. Import Image, stepic and ezPyCrypto class in python

>>> import Image 

>>> import stepic 

>>> import ezPyCrypto

2. Now open an image in which you want to hide data

>>> im=Image.open("lena.jpg") 

3. Create a key that you want to use for cryptography

>>>k=ezPyCrypto.key(2048)

4. Using key message is encrypted to ASCII format. This is shown in Figure 3 where actual data is 
encrypted. 

>>>enc=k.encStringToAscii(“This is the hidden text”)
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Encryption using ezPyCrypto
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Display encrypted data
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Save this image with new name and show this new image -

>>>im1.save(“stegolena.jpg”,’JPEG’)

Hide encrypted message inside image -

>>>im1=stepic.encode(enc)



Decode or Extract Encrypted message from image and then decrypt it to original text. 

//Decode/extract/decrypt encrypted messages Program.

>>> import Image 

>>> import stepic 

>>> import ezPyCrypto 

>>> im=Image.open("stegolena.jpg") 

>>> data=stepic.decode(im)   //Extract data from image

>>>k=ezPyCrypto(2048) //Create key (key should be same as key used at the time of encryption)

>>> dec=k.decStringFromAscii(data) //Decrypt the message using the key

>>>print dec //Print the message

This is the hidden text
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Decrypted data “This is the hidden text”. 
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Now display data which is extracted from the 
image then it will displayed in encoded form 
as shown in Figure . To crack this encoded text 
you need to have a key that is used at the time 
of encryption of the message.
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Display Extracted data without decryption
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Here secret key cryptography has been demonstrated. Same 
key is used at receiver and sender side. Similarly you can use 
public key cryptography using ezPyCrypto tool that is one 
common public key for encryption but different keys for 
decryption. EzPyCrypto is also useful to add digital signatures 
inside the image.
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Summary
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Stepic provides additional security by hiding the message inside images. You can encrypt 

the messages using ezPyCrypto tool and hide it inside image. This will be additional layer of 
security for the confidential data.

Enjoy the power of Stepic with ezPyCrypto!
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